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About This Game

ALL-STARS DUNGEONS AND DIAMONDS (ASDAD for short) is a competitive Arcade-style game where two players
face each other in a diamond-collecting race. The player with the largest number of gems at the end of the round wins. Things
quickly become more complicated, though, as collecting diamonds will reveal items buried underground that will grant players

the ability to attack the opponent or obtain temporary boosts that will help them win the race.

Intense 2 Player (local multiplayer) Competitive Arcade action!

7 Different Characters! (4 Original Characters + 3 Guests from other indie titles!*)

10 different items and 4 different worlds!

Customizable match settings (for normal mode) allow you to change the rules and pace of the game!

Extra game mode "Race for the Idol" where the first player to reach the sacred gold statue at the end of the maze wins!

* Guest Characters are featured in ASDAD with the proper permission from their owners.
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It's a really good game, with a high level of difficult in the one vs IA mode. It has the right ammount of items to "troll" the other
player and it requires a little ability with the keyboard to start playing (I'm a little clumsy so it takes my a little longer to adapt
and play well)
I like a lot the art and the music.
The "Race for the Idol" play mode is my favorite!!
Really recommended! :D A "must have" in your library. It's a really good game, with a high level of difficult in the one vs IA
mode. It has the right ammount of items to "troll" the other player and it requires a little ability with the keyboard to start
playing (I'm a little clumsy so it takes my a little longer to adapt and play well)
I like a lot the art and the music.
The "Race for the Idol" play mode is my favorite!!
Really recommended! :D A "must have" in your library
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